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BBB Scam Tracker Risk Report: Cryptocurrency scams
rose to #2 riskiest in 2021

Scams related to cryptocurrency jumped from the seventh riskiest scam in 2020 to the
second riskiest in 2021, according to the 2021 BBB Scam Tracker Risk Report. The
annual report analyzes scams reported to the BBB Scam Tracker.

Read More

New BBB Scam Tracker platform to be launched this year
with support from Amazon, Capital One

BBB Institute will unveil a new version of its BBB Scam Tracker platform this year with
support from Amazon and Capital One. The new platform will provide an improved user
experience.
Read More

BBB Institute welcomes two new board members

Parag Shah, the Chief Ethics Officer
for Nationwide, joins us with more
than 21 years of legal, regulatory,
transactional (including M&A),
governance, and compliance/ethics
experience.

Lorenzo Butler is the Director of
Business Communications for the
Miami Heat. Lorenzo has been a
sportswriter, a media relations
manager, and a PR Director across
several different sectors.

Read More

BBB Institute, FINRA Foundation launch 2022

Fighting Financial Fraud program

The 2022 Fighting Financial Fraud program, a partnership between the FINRA Investor
Education Foundation and BBB Institute, is off to a great start! Through this partnership,
we aim to empower consumers and business owners to spot the signs of a financial scam,
recognize scammer behaviors, and know where to go to verify legitimate investment
professionals.
Read More

News from the Field

___

New report highlights job
scams
This BBB study finds job scams increased
during the pandemic and warns job
seekers to verify employment offers to
avoid illegal jobs, identity theft, and bogus
fees
Read more

New cryptocurrency scams
report released

A new BBB study takes a closer look at
cryptocurrency scams, which became the
#2 riskiest scam in 2021, according to the
BBB Scam Tracker Risk Report.
Read more

Brought to you by BBB Institute for Marketplace Trust

We work with local BBBs across North America to deliver programs that build a trusted
marketplace by:
Empowering consumers to take control of their purchasing decisions and avoid
falling prey to scams.
Helping businesses be better by delivering excellent service with integrity, and
becoming integral stakeholders in their communities.
Publishing research that provides critical insights for the public and our partners,
and informs how we develop and deliver our programs.
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